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• Cess Ditch Width γ, under the same internal threefold cross-validation scheme adopted for ANN.
279
The problem of EHC prediction of rock and soil cutting slopes was initially approached following 280 a nominal classification strategy. However, aiming to improve the models performance, the problem Moreover, in order to minimize the effect of the imbalanced data (see Fig. 1 SVMs algorithms, as well as different validation approaches such as cross-validation.
300

Models evaluation
301
The distinct data-driven models will be evaluated and compared using four classification metrics:
302 average utility core (AUS), recall, precision and F1-score.
303
A cost-benefit matrix (CBM) is used to compute the AUS (Baía and Torgo 2015), which averages 304 all individual predictions in terms of their expected cost or benefit, thus leading to a metric that is 305 more directly related to a particular real-world domain. In this work, it was set a CBM that reflects 306 the ECH classification system and the characteristics of its slope identification tasks (Table 1 ). The 307 assumption behind the adopted CBM was to penalise every misclassification but using different which is half the cost when predicting class "A" for a true "D" slope condition.
315
The recall measures the ratio of how many cases of a certain class were properly captured by 316 the model. In other words, the recall of a certain class is given by:
On the other hand, the precision measures the correctness of the model when it predicts a certain 319 9 Tinoco et al.
class. More specifically, the precision of a certain class is given by:
The F1-score was also calculated, which represent a trade-off between the recall and precision 322 of a class. The F1-score correspond to the harmonic mean of precision and recall, according to the 323 following expression:
For all four metrics, the higher the value, the better are the predictions. The AUS values can be 326 negative (if on average, the predictions lead to a cost) and the ideal predictor will have an AUS of 327 1. The other metrics, recall, precision and F1-score can range from 0% to 100%.
328
The generalization capacity of the models was accessed through a 5-fold cross-validation 
332
RESULTS
333
This section summarizes the main results achieved in EHC prediction of rock and soil cutting 334 slopes through the application of soft computing techniques. 
Rock slopes -EHC prediction
Concerning the study of rock slopes, Table 2 all models present a high performance in class "A" identification of rock slopes (F1-score higher 350 than 93%). However, for class "C" and particularly for class "D", the models have great difficulty in 351 predicting these classes correctly. Indeed, and using F1-score as reference, the best performance in 352 identification of slopes of class "D" is lower than 14% which was achieved by the ANN algorithm 353 after balancing the database through the SMOTE approach.
354
Analysing the influence of the SMOTE and Oversampling approaches, it is observed a slight can be observe that rock slopes of class "A" are almost correctly identified. However, for classes "C"
and "D", for which the expected probability of failure is higher, models show very great difficulty 372 in identifying these classes accurately. From Fig. 5a analysis, only 25% of rock slopes classified as
373
"D" were correctly identified, which represents a poor performance.
374
These results show that a deeper data analysis is required. For example, the number of variables 375 taken as model attributes might be too high. To check if a better generalization could be achieved 376 using the most relevant inputs, the authors performed additional experimentation using a fast feature in which all prediction models (including both strategies and the three re-sampling approaches)
386
were retrained applying the same Sensitivity Analysis procedure. Using F1-score as comparison 387 metric, Table 3 shows the difference between the full models (with 65 inputs) and feature selection 388 ones (with 16 most relevant inputs). The results from Table 3 shows that the feature selection tends 389 to present a lower performance, with lower F1-score values.
390
Soil cutting slopes -EHC prediction
391
For the study of soil cutting slopes, Table 4 shows and compares models performance in EHC particularly by ANN model, with or without sampling. Also for classes "B" and "C" a promising performance is observed, with an F1-score around 55%, in particular by the ANN algorithm.
399
Concerning the class "D", although an F1-score lower than 36% was achieved, the obtained value which achieved the overall best performance in EHC prediction of soil cutting slopes (see Fig. 12 ).
423
As shown in 
36
